
Open a lifetime of literacy & learning.

EPS Reading 
Assistant is Safe, 
Effective AI
At EPS Learning, your students  
are our highest priority.
Our company is devoted to improving the lives of others. We are parents 
and grandparents, educators and engineers, artists, and lifelong learners. 
We are committed to deserving the trust you put in us and our products. 
As technology develops and evolves, it is important to be cautious and 
thoughtful. This includes use of programs that draw on some form of 
artificial intelligence (AI). Read more on the following page about Reading 
Assistant’s safe, effective AI.
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Data is protected and owned  
by the district.

• Learning signs strict data protection and privacy 
agreements with all districts that  
preclude selling or using data other than for the 
direct purpose of improving the product. 

• We treat district data as the property of the district.

The field of AI is vast. Reading 
Assistant’s AI is narrow in scope.

• Reading Assistant’s AI uses a very confined 
data set. 

• The AI in Reading Assistant is not the same  
as the AI that fuels ChatGPT. It does not rely  
on training from internet content to produce 
its responses.

• Reading Assistant does not passively listen to 
students as Alexa or Siri might.

Reading Assistant does not  
use AI to create its own responses  
to a student.

• Reading Assistant leverages carefully curated 
content and interventions from a defined set of 
options created by experts and based on the 
science of reading.

• Responses are strictly related to the way  
a student reads a passage or interacts with  
a micro-intervention from the Reading  
Assistant library.

Reading Assistant can only  
help students read.

• Reading Assistant engages with students 
around reading in specific, predefined ways.  
For example, if a student asks Reading  
Assistant, “Can I take a break,” it cannot 
generate a response.

• Reading Assistant cannot have conversations 
with students.
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